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Elvira Daniel, the new director of Mexico’s natural gas 
transmission system operator (TSO) CENAGAS, has said 
in public forums that the entity would seek to integrate and 
centralise control over all pipelines in the country, a move 
that has the potential to improve open access but that 
sources say would be more complex to implement.

“[CENAGAS does] not have to change anything. The 
[energy reform] permits it. The interesting thing is that 
the integration is voluntary. They cannot obligate pipeline 
operators.” said one source. 

Daniel’s announced proposal would not only require 
agreement from state-run utility CFE for the pipelines from 
which it receives natural gas, which CENAGAS appears 
to have, but it would require buy-in from private pipeline 
operators and existing system users.

Gas transport tariffs could increase under a centralised 
system because it would require greater funding for 
operations, but the centralisation would not guarantee full 
or even increased pipeline capacity utilisation. 

An integration would also require the completion of 
interconnection projects that would allow gas to flow 
between private pipelines and those in the national 
Sistrangas pipeline system. “You cannot integrate 
something that is not fully connected,” said the source. 

possiBlE roaDBloCKs 
Veronica Irastorza, associate director at NERA Economic 
Consulting, said the proposed integration could take 
less time than it took to create CENAGAS and transfer 
Pemex’s pipelines, since the TSO is now established and 
has previous experience. 

Former Pemex employee Bruno Moreno replaced in 
March the previous CENAGAS chief of technical planning, 
Eduardo Prud’homme. Moreno previously worked on the 
development, analysis and evaluation of tariff models, 
as well as tariff management for the national Sistrangas 
pipeline grid prior to the energy reform. He also 
participated in the transfer of Pemex Sistrangas pipeline 
assets to CENAGAS, experience that would be useful in 
any attempt to centralise the operation of pipeline systems 
in Mexico.  

Other market participants remain sceptical, pointing to 
difficulties the TSO is currently experiencing. 

“This would take a long time. They still have a lot to learn,” 
one market participant said. Another source pointed to the 
obstacles CENAGAS would face in attempting to convince 
pipeline operators, some of whom the new administration 
may have alienated through controversial remarks and 
recent requests for contract arbitration, as well as other 
system users who may not want to pay the higher tariffs 

Mexico: one market, one operator

CENAGAS stated goals for
proposed integrated system: 
� Redundancy and flexibility for users
� Open access
� Lower costs
� Infrastructure optimisation
� “Social focus” to bring gas access to 
       those who require it
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required by a centralised TSO.

CFE’s pipeline contracts were negotiated with different 
tariffs than those currently in use for the Sistrangas, 
something that would require action from the weakened 
energy regulator CRE, which is responsible for reviewing 
and approving tariffs for the Sistrangas.

Many members of the CRE’s board of commissioners 
recently appointed by the new administration are former 
employees of Pemex, the prior gas monopoly the new 
administration has promised to “rescue.”

The selection of those commissioners and the June 
resignation of the president of the CRE’s board of 
commissioners has generated questions and doubts 
among market participants about the new administration’s 
intentions regarding long-term market access. It could 
also call further into question the autonomy of the energy 
regulator to challenge major market changes such as the 
one proposed by CENAGAS.
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